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Shard | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia Many of the Shard ambassadors were murdered soon after the Galactic Empire arose. Orax became a mining
center using slave labor, and many Shard colonies were destroyed. In order to keep surviving offworld Shards away from their home, all droids were banned on Orax.
Shard | Star Wars Saga Edition Wikia | FANDOM powered by Wikia Reference Book: Star Wars Saga Edition Jedi Academy Training Manual. Shards are crystalline
beings native to the planet Orax. Although immobile and silicone-based, Shards are sentient and can communicate with others through computers and other electronic
receivers. Star Wars Galaxy Of Heroes - Shard Farming Locations Promoting characters in Star Wars Galaxy of Heroes is the act of acquiring enough shards to
increase the base stats of Strength, Agility, and Intelligence which in turn boost Physical Damage, Health, Armor, Physical Critical, Special Damage, and Resistance.

Amazon.com: Shards (Star Wars: Legacy, Vol. 2 ... Star Wars Legacy: Shards is a collection of issues from the comic book series of the same name. The series is set
in the "future" of the movie universe - a time during which Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and most of the other well-known heroes are long dead (though their influence
remains. Star Wars Galaxy of Heroes Shard Shipments Â· SWGOH.GG Find all the Characters from Galactic War, Squad Cantina Battle, Squad Arena, and Shard
Shop. Matrix Shard - SWTOR Wiki Guide - IGN Matrix Shard - SWTOR: Matrix Shards are obtained from Datacrons that are found on all planets. A single matrix
shard serves no purpose, but in sets of three they can prove.

Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes - Wikipedia Shard Shop Shipments: Purchase gear or shards for General Grievous with currency redeemed from excess 7-star character
shards "Back Room" Areas: Far Left, Guilds Guild Raids: Work together to defeat a powerful boss and earn rare gear and shards for a special character. STAR
WARS: The Old Republic - Matrix Shards - Legacy Wide I have been collecting Datacrons and trying to gather matrix shards. I got the yellow matrix shard with one
character and then switched characters and retrieved a few others.
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